Introduction
.The, terms in.the perturbation expansion of the. S-matrix describing the interaction of two nucleons through a meson field These lead to divergences which must be handled by the standard renormalization procedures.
The pseudoscalar me::;on theory with pseudoscalar coupling · l
•.
• : .
requires a large coupling constant; g 2 /41-'flc is usually taken betw~~n 4 and 40~ , . ,: lo2 . It has been pointed out -that erven for a coupling constant as large as 10 terms of type (a) should corrve::rge.
(1)
, is the nucleon isotopic spin operator and
M is the nucleon mass.
The first term of (1) gives rise to the interaction represented in graph (1) of Fig. ' 1:
The second term yields the major part of the potential represented by graphs (4) and (5) 
A contact term has been omitted. Graph (4) successive interactions of th~ potentials from graphs (1) and (3) (1) - (6) merely by taking for the potential the Fourier Transform of the 5-matrix.
·This is not true for graph(?) but.it has a negligible effect unless
Th~ g 4 radiative corrections to (2) (graphs (2) and (3) of 
For radiative corrections to higher order meson exchange diagrams the expression (5) is large. For example in graph (4c) of Fig. 1 , if !;2 is small,
and <,e 2 -M) of (5) which are exchanged in graph (4); .£1 and . 2 2 are the momenta of one of the nucleons of graph (4) and (5) 
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The correction to the nuclear force from Figo 1, graph {4a)
is finiteo The matrix element for the nucleon line corresponding to (S) is
.
. 
~ince the sum of graphs (4) and,(5) yields a charge independent interaction even if p, and p do not refer to free "-tt..
nu~leons, the sum of graph (4a) and the analogous (5a) is also charge independento The sum on m gives a factor threeo ·The integration in (11) can be.performed in a straight forward manner using the parametric repres~ntation of Feynnia~. to give ~ ·
\ , h. : 
. Comparing (13) and (9) and taking into account that the ra.diative correction contained in graph (4a) must be applied to both nucleon lines, we have
The sixth order potential from graph (4a) is repulsive and has the same range as the fourth orqer terms from graphs (l~) and ( 5) (15) which is finite after· charge and nucleon mass r'enormal;izationo For small . ~l . the· renormalized matrix element is 
The contribution of the vertex tenm of graph (4c) is.
For small ~l and ~ Eq. (18), by virtue of (5) and (6) , becomes
Multiplying by f.our for the four vertices and comparing with (9) 
The replacement of one of the meson lines in graphs (4) 
